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Abstract

In recent times, deep artificial neural networks have achieved many successes in pattern

recognition. Part of this success can be attributed to the reliance on big data to increase gen-

eralization. However, in the field of time series recognition, many datasets are often very

small. One method of addressing this problem is through the use of data augmentation. In

this paper, we survey data augmentation techniques for time series and their application to

time series classification with neural networks. We propose a taxonomy and outline the four

families in time series data augmentation, including transformation-based methods, pattern

mixing, generative models, and decomposition methods. Furthermore, we empirically evalu-

ate 12 time series data augmentation methods on 128 time series classification datasets

with six different types of neural networks. Through the results, we are able to analyze the

characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and recommendations of each data aug-

mentation method. This survey aims to help in the selection of time series data augmenta-

tion for neural network applications.

1 Introduction

Time series classification attempts to categorize time series into distinct categories, and it is

used for a wide range of applications. Some applications include the recognition of signals, bio-

metrics, sequences, sound, trajectories, and more. The challenge of using time series is that

time series are structural patterns that are dependent on element order. Note that time does

not necessarily have to represent actual time and is just used to represent the sequence order.

Traditionally, time series classification was tackled using distance-based methods [1]. How-

ever, recently, artificial neural networks have had many successes in time series classification

[2, 3]. For example, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [4] have had many recent successes on

time series in gait recognition [5, 6], biosignals [7, 8], and online handwriting [9, 10]. Also,

recent work has shown that feedforward networks such as Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP)

and temporal Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [11] can also achieve competitive and

sometimes better results for time series recognition [3, 12, 13]. Part of the recent successes of

neural networks is due to the recent availability of data [2]. Furthermore, it has been shown

that increasing the amount of data can help with improving the generalization ability as well as

the overall performance of the model [14, 15].
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However, acquiring large amounts of data can be a problem for many time series recogni-

tion tasks. For example, the 2018 University of California Riverside (UCR) Time Series

Archive [16] is one of the largest repositories of time series datasets, and out of 128 datasets,

only 12 have more than a thousand training patterns. This demonstrates that there is a need

for time series data.

One solution to acquiring more data is to generate synthetic patterns, i.e., data augmenta-

tion. Notably, data augmentation is a universal model-independent data side solution. Data

augmentation attempts to increase the generalization ability of trained models by reducing

overfitting and expanding the decision boundary of the model [17]. The need for generaliza-

tion is especially important for real-world data and can help networks overcome small datasets

[18] or datasets with imbalanced classes [19, 20].

For image recognition, data augmentation is already an established practice. Most of the

original proposals of the state-of-the-art Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [11] architec-

tures used some form of data augmentation. For instance, AlexNet [21], one of the first deep

CNNs that set a record benchmark on the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge

(ILSVRC) dataset [22], used cropping, mirroring, and color augmentation. Other examples

include the original proposal for the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) network [23] which used

scaling and cropping, Residual Networks (ResNet) [24] which used scaling, cropping, and

color augmentation, DenseNet [25] which used translation and mirroring, and Inception net-

works [26] which used cropping and mirroring.

While data augmentation is a common practice in image recognition with neural networks,

it is not established as a standard procedure for time series recognition [27]. Similar to data

augmentation for images, most data augmentation techniques for time series are based on ran-

dom transformations of the training data. For example, adding random noise [28], slicing or

cropping [29], scaling [30], random warping in the time dimension [28, 30], and frequency

warping [31]. Examples of random transformation-based methods are shown in Fig 1. The

figure shows an example pattern from the OliveOil dataset from the 2018 UCR Time Series

Archive with eight random transformation-based data augmentation methods.

The problem with random transformation-based data augmentation is that there is a

diverse amount of time series with each having different properties, and not every transforma-

tion is applicable to every dataset. For example, jittering (adding noise) assumes that it is nor-

mal for the time series patterns of the particular dataset to be noisy. While this might be true

for sensor, audio, or Electroencephalogram (EEG) data, this is not necessarily true for time

series based on object contours, such as the Adiac and Fish datasets from the 2018 UCR Time

Series Archive. These datasets are pseudo-time series taken from the contours of the objects in

images. Another example would be domain-specific transformations, such as frequency warp-

ing for audio.

An alternative to random transformations is to synthesize time series using information

inherent to the data. Some examples of this are pattern mixing, generative models, and pattern

decomposition methods. In pattern mixing, two or more existing time series are combined to

produce new patterns. The idea is that mixing different existing patterns can create new sam-

ples with features from both patterns. Generative models take a less direct route and use the

distributions of features in the datasets to generate new patterns. For example, many statistical

models such as Gaussian trees [32] and handcrafted mathematical models [33] have been pro-

posed. Another recent generative model for time series generation is the use of neural net-

works, such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [34]. Finally, the last family is

decomposition methods. Decomposition methods extract features from the dataset, such as

trend components [35] and independent components [36], and generate new patterns from

those extracted features. The advantage of these families of methods is that they attempt to
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preserve the distribution of time series in the dataset [37], whereas random transformations

might unintentionally change the distribution.

A taxonomy of the time series data augmentation methods is shown in Fig 2. The taxonomy

breaks down time series data augmentation methods into three primary hierarchical levels,

family, domain, and method. The families of data augmentation methods include transforma-

tions, pattern mixing, generative models, and decompositions. The families are broken into

their respective domains, or major subtypes.

Fig 1. Examples of random transformation-based data augmentation on the OliveOil dataset. The dotted blue
lines are the original patterns and the solid red lines are the generated patterns.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.g001
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Fig 2. Taxonomy of time series data augmentation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.g002
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The purpose of this paper is to gather and present many data augmentation techniques for

time series. In addition, we aim to empirically evaluate some of the techniques using a wide

variety of data types. Data augmentation can play an important part in the pattern recognition

workflow. Therefore, this is important for progress in the field.

There have been only a few works in the past that compile many data augmentation meth-

ods for time series data. In one example, Liu et al. [38] compare jittering, permutation, scaling,

and time warping using a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) and a ResNet. In another, Wen

et al. [27] provide a high-level survey of time series augmentation methods. In addition to sur-

veys, only a few works in time series recognition compare many data augmentation methods.

These works are typically only performed on a limited amount of datasets [30] or using a lim-

ited amount of models [29, 39]. Thus, these works do not extensively evaluate the various data

augmentation methods on many different datasets. In our work, we dive deeper into data aug-

mentation methods for time series classification and evaluate more methods on a much larger

amount of datasets with multiple neural network models. In addition, we provide analysis,

observations, and recommendations from the results, which the previous time series data aug-

mentation survey does not.

The contributions are as follows:

• We review time series data augmentation with a comprehensive taxonomy and categoriza-

tion. In addition, we thoroughly outline and describe time series data augmentation

methods.

• Using time series classification as a target, we perform a thorough comparative evaluation of

time series data augmentation methods and demonstrate their effects on a variety of state-

of-the-art neural network-based models. The data augmentation methods used for the evalu-

ations include jittering, permutation, flipping, scaling, magnitude warping, time warping,

slicing, window warping, SuboPtimAl Warped time series geNEratoR (SPAWNER) [40],

weighted Dynamic TimeWarping Barycentric Averaging (wDBA) [37], Random Guided

Warping (RGW) [39], and Discriminative Guided Warping (DGW) [39]. Each of these

methods is compared to no augmentation (or identity), using an MLP, a Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) recurrent neural network, a Bidirectional Long Short-TermMemory

(BLSTM) recurrent neural network, a VGG network, a ResNet, and a LSTM Fully Convolu-

tional Network (LSTM-FCN). We test on all 128 datasets from the 2018 UCR Time Series

Archive repository.

• We discuss the aspects of each time series data augmentation method including, the advan-

tages and disadvantages, the characteristics, and suggestions for usage for different dataset

types, dataset properties, and with different models.

• Thorough analysis is performed using visualizations of the data augmentation methods, cor-

relation analysis between accuracy and dataset properties, and examination of the compara-

tive evaluations.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 detail transformation-

based methods, pattern mixing, generative models, and decomposition methods, respectively.

The evaluation, results, and discussion are described in Sections 6 and 7. Finally, the conclu-

sion and future work are provided in Section 8.

2 Random transformation-based data augmentation

Many earlier time series data augmentation techniques are borrowed from image data aug-

mentation, such as cropping, flipping, and noise addition. These augmentation methods rely
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on random transformations of the training data. Namely, random transformation-based data

augmentation generates pattern x0 using some transformation function g(�), or:

x
0  gðxÞ; ð1Þ

where x is a reference sequence x = x1, . . ., xt, . . ., xT with T number of time steps from the

training set. Each element xt can be univariate or multivariate.

Transformations on time series can generally be divided into three domains, the magnitude

domain, time domain, and frequency domain. Magnitude domain transformations transform

the time series along the variate or value axes. Time domain transformations affect the time

steps and frequency domain transformations warp the frequencies. There are also hybrid

methods that use multiple domains. It should be noted that multiple transformation tech-

niques can be used to augment the data set in serial [30] and in parallel [41, 42]. In the follow-

ing subsections, we will detail each of these domains and the random transformation-based

data augmentation methods associated with them.

2.1 Magnitude domain transformations

Magnitude domain transformation-based data augmentations are transformations that are

performed on the values of the time series. The important characteristic of magnitude trans-

formations is that only the values of each element are modified and the time steps are kept

constant.

2.1.1 Jittering. One of the simplest, yet effective, transformation-based data augmentation

methods is jittering, or the act of adding noise to time series. Jittering can be defined as:

x
0 ¼ x

1
þ �

1
; . . . ; xt þ �t; . . . ; xT þ �T; ð2Þ

where � is typically Gaussian noise added to each time step t and � � N ð0; s2Þ. The standard

deviation σ of the added noise is a hyperparameter that needs to be pre-determined. Adding

noise to the inputs is a well-known method of increasing the generalization of neural networks

[43, 44]. It is able to do this by effectively creating new patterns with the assumption that the

unseen test patterns are only different from the training patterns by a factor of noise. In addi-

tion, jittering has been shown to help mitigate time series drift for various neural network

models [28]. Time series drift when the data distribution changes due to the introduction of

new data.

The use of jittering for time series has been most frequently used with sensor data. For

example, Rashid and Louis [42] used a combination of jittering with other data augmentation

techniques to improve the accuracy of LSTM for sensor data from construction equipment.

Um et al. [30] also used jittering with ResNet for wearable sensor data for Parkinson’s disease

monitoring. However, the effects of jittering seem to be detrimental in the work by Um et al.

Another example is Arslan et al. [45], who used a combination of Synthetic Minority Oversam-

pling TEchnique (SMOTE) [46] and Gaussian noise for temperature, light, and air sensor data.

2.1.2 Rotation. Rotation is defined as:

x
0 ¼ Rx

1
; . . . ;Rxt; . . . ;RxT; ð3Þ

where R is an element-wise random rotation matrix for angle y � N ð0; s2Þ for multivariate

time series [30] and flipping for univariate time series [42]. While rotation data augmentation

can create plausible patterns for image recognition, it might not be suitable for time series

since rotating a time series can change the class associated with the original sample [47]. This

is supported by rotation augmentation being seen to have either no effect or a detrimental

effect on time series classification with neural networks [39, 42, 48]. Conversely, Um et al. [30]
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found that rotation data augmentation did improve accuracy, especially when combined with

other augmentation methods.

2.1.3 Scaling. Scaling changes the global magnitude, or intensity, of a time series by a ran-

dom scalar value. With scaling parameter α, scaling is a multiplication of α to the entire time

series, or:

x
0 ¼ ax

1
; . . . ; axt; . . . ; axT; ð4Þ

The scaling parameter α can be determined by a Gaussian distribution a � N ð1; s2Þ with σ

as a hyperparameter [30], or it can be from a random value from a pre-defined set [42]. It

should be noted that “scaling” in terms of time series is different than in the image domain.

For time series, it refers to just increasing the magnitude of the elements and not enlarging the

time series. Some examples of using scaling as data augmentation include classification of sen-

sor data [30, 42]. Escano et al. [49] and Tran and Choi [50] used a combination of scaling with

jittering and element-wise interpolation for Gait recognition.

2.1.4 Magnitude warping. Magnitude warping [30] is a time series specific data augmen-

tation technique that warps a signal’s magnitude by a smoothed curve. Namely, augmented

time series x0 is:

x
0 ¼ a

1
x
1
; . . . ; atxt; . . . ; aTxT; ð5Þ

where α1, . . ., αt, . . ., αT is a sequence created by interpolating a cubic spline S(u) with knots

u = u1, . . ., ui, . . ., uI. Each knot ui is taken from a distributionN ð1; s2Þ where the number of

knots I and the standard deviation σ are hyperparameters. The idea behind magnitude warping

is that small fluctuations in the data can be added by increasing or decreasing random regions

in the time series. However, the downsides of magnitude warping for data augmentation is

that it still assumes the random transformation is realistic and it depends on two pre-defined

hyperparameters (the number of knots I and the standard deviation of the knot height σ)

instead of one like many of the other transformation-based methods.

2.2 Time domain transformations

Time domain transformations are similar to magnitude domain transformations except that

the transformation happens on the time axis. In other words, the elements of the time series

are displaced to different time steps than the original sequence. The following methods are

common examples of time domain transformations.

2.2.1 Slicing. Slicing is the time series data augmentation equivalent to cropping for

image data augmentation. The general concept behind slicing is that the data is augmented by

slicing time steps off the ends of the pattern, or:

x
0 ¼ xφ; . . . ; xt; . . . ; xWþφ ð6Þ

whereW is the size of a window and φ is a random integer such that 1� φ� T −W. Slicing in

this way is also sometimes referred to as Window Slicing (WS) [29] due to the use of a window

of sizeW.

2.2.2 Permutation. Permutation for data augmentation was proposed by Um et al. [30] as

a method of rearranging segments of a time series in order to produce a new pattern. It should

be noted that permutation does not preserve time dependencies. It can be performed in two

ways, with equal sized segments and with variable sized segments [51]. Using permutation

with equal sized segments splits the time series into N number of segments of length T
N
and per-

mutes them. Using variable size segments uses segments of random sizes.
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Random shuffling can be considered as a form of permutation which rearranges individual

elements rather than segments. In one example of random shuffling, Eyobu and Han [52]

incorporated a shuffling step into their data augmentation workflow of feature extraction,

local averaging, shuffling, and local averaging again for sensor data classification with LSTMs.

2.2.3 Time warping. Time warping is the act of perturbing a pattern in the temporal

dimension. This can be performed using a smooth warping path [30] or through a randomly

located fixed window [29]. When using time warping with a smooth warping path, the aug-

mented time series becomes:

x
0 ¼ xtð1Þ; . . . ; xtðtÞ; . . . ; xtðTÞ; ð7Þ

where τ(�) is a warping function that warps the time steps based on a smooth curve. The

smooth curve is defined by a cubic spline S(u) with knots u = u1, . . ., ui, . . ., uI. The height of

the knots ui taken from ui � N ð1; s
2Þ. In this way, the time steps of the series have a smooth

transition between stretches and contractions.

Alternatively, a popular method of time warping called window warping was proposed by

Le Guennec et al. [29]. Window warping takes a random window of the time series and

stretches it by 2 or contracts it by 1

2
. While the multipliers are fixed to 1

2
and 2, Le Guennec et al.

note that they can be modified or optimized to other values.

Similarly, independently developed ideas are vowel stretching [53], dynamic time stretching

[54], and time perturbation [55] for speech data augmentation. Vowel stretching targets vow-

els and extends them by interpolating frames. Time perturbation re-samples the input signal

by a randomly selected factor.

2.3 Frequency domain transformations

Frequency domain transformations are transformations that are specific to periodic signals,

such as acoustic data. The following are common methods of frequency domain transforma-

tions for data augmentation.

2.3.1 Frequency warping. In audio and speech recognition, frequency warping is a popu-

lar method of data augmentation [31, 56]. Vocal Tract Length Perturbation (VTLP) [31], for

example, is an extension to Vocal Tract Length Normalization (VTLN) [57] that adds variabil-

ity instead of removing it. In VTLP, frequency f is mapped to a new frequency f0 using:

f 0 ¼

fo f � Fhi
minðo;1Þ

o
;

s
2
�

s
2
�Fhi minðo;1Þ

s
2
�Fhi

minðo;1Þ
o

otherwise;

8

>

<

>

:

ð8Þ

where ω is a random warp factor, s is the sampling frequency, and Fhi is a boundary frequency.

The warping is applied directly to the Mel filter banks. VTLP is a popular data augmentation

method and has been used for many audio applications, such as vocal tract shape conversion

[58] and acoustic modeling [56, 59]. It has also been extended by using it in an end-to-end rec-

ognition framework [60].

2.3.2 Fourier transform-based methods. There have also been data augmentation meth-

ods that augment by manipulating the data under a Fourier transform. Gao et al. [61] pro-

posed utilizing amplitude and phase perturbations in order to augment in the frequency

domain. This is done by adding Gaussian noise to the amplitude and phase spectra found by a

discrete Fourier transform. In another example, Eyobu and Han [52] use Short-Time Fourier

transform (STFT) features as one of the features augmented using their method.
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2.3.3 Spectrogram augmentation. Normally, frequency warping data augmentation is

performed before conversion into a spectrogram. However, recently, a method called Spe-

cAugment [62] was proposed that augments the spectrogram data itself. In order to augment

the data, SpecAugment performs three key operations on the spectrogram: time warping, fre-

quency masking, and time masking. SpecAugment’s time warping works much like the win-

dow warping method, except with random duration. Frequency masking and time masking

mask the spectrograms in their respective domains. In this way, SpecAugment is both a time

domain and frequency domain augmentation method.

3 Pattern mixing

Pattern mixing combines one or more patterns to generate new ones. For random transforma-

tions, there is an assumption that the results of the transformations are typical of the dataset.

However, not every transformation is applicable to every dataset. The benefit of pattern mixing

is that it does not make this same assumption. Instead, pattern mixing assumes that similar

patterns can be combined and have reasonable results.

3.1 Magnitude domain mixing

The most direct application of pattern mixing is to linearly combine the patterns at each time

step. This is the idea behind magnitude domain mixing.

3.1.1 Averaging and interpolation. It is possible to create new patterns by simply averag-

ing two patterns. In general, the reference patterns are selected randomly from the same class

or selected using nearest neighbors. Interpolation extends averaging to more points between

the two patterns instead of just the midpoint.

One famous interpolation method is called SMOTE [46]. SMOTE was designed to combat

data with imbalanced classes by interpolating patterns from under-represented classes. In

SMOTE, a random sample x is selected from the under-represented class and another random

sample xNN is selected from the reference sample’s k-nearest neighbors. Next, the difference

between the two samples is multiplied by a random value λ in a range of {0, 1}. The result is a

pattern between the two original patterns, or:

x
0 ¼ x þ ljx � xNNj: ð9Þ

SMOTE has been shown to perform well in many time series applications, such as sensor

data [45], gene sequences [63], high-dimensional data [19]. There have also been a number of

improvements on SMOTE, such as Safe-Level-SMOTE [64], SMOTE based on the furthest

neighbor (SMOTEFUNA) [65], Cost Minimization Oriented SMOTE (CMO-SMOTE) [66],

Density-Based SMOTE (DBSMOTE) [67], etc. SMOTE has also been used in a feature space

modeled by an Echo state network (ESN) [68].

In addition to SMOTE, there have been other proposals of interpolation for data augmenta-

tion. For example, Sawicki and Zielinski [69] used interpolation in combination with LSTMs

on sensor data. In addition, an interpolation method similar to SMOTE was extended by DeV-

ries and Taylor [70] to extrapolation by allowing λ in Eq (9) to be {0,1}.

3.1.2 Deviation from the mean. Yeomans et al. [71] proposed a method of time series

data augmentation using the deviation from the mean (DFM). To simulate new time series,

they use the following process. First, the signals are smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter [72]

and an offset is used to ensure that all values are greater than 0. Next, the bounding curves of

the smoothed signals for each class are calculated. A mean curve is then calculated using the

bounding curves and the DFM for each pattern is determined based on the difference between

the pattern and the mean curve of its class. Random segments of DFMs from multiple patterns
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are then combined to create a surrogate DFM curve. Finally, the surrogate DFM is multiplied

with the class mean curve to create new simulated patterns.

3.2 Time domain mixing

Guided warping [39] combines time series by time warping a reference pattern by a teacher

pattern using Dynamic TimeWarping (DTW) [73]. DTW is a method of measuring the dis-

tance between time series using elastic element matching found by dynamic programming.

Guided warping uses the dynamic alignment function of DTW to warp the elements of a refer-

ence pattern to the elements of a teacher pattern. In this way, the reference pattern is set to the

time steps of the teacher pattern. This is different from averaging in that the mixing happens

only in the time domain. There are two variants, Random Guided Warping (RGW) which

uses a random intra-class teacher and Discriminative Guided Warping (RGW) which uses a

directed discriminative teacher [39].

3.3 Frequency domain mixing

Pattern mixing can also be performed in the frequency domain. Takahashi et al. [74] proposed

a method called Equalized Mixture Data Augmentation (EMDA), which mixes two sounds of

the same class with randomly selected timings. In addition to mixing sounds, EMDA perturbs

the sound by boosting or attenuating particular frequency bands. In another example, Stochas-

tic Feature Mapping (SFM) [56] converts one speaker’s speech data to another speaker by

mapping features using an acoustic model. Due to the nature of using the frequency domain,

data augmentations in this area are generally used for sound recognition, e.g., EMDA has been

used for acoustic event detection [74] and animal audio classification [75] and SFM has been

used for speech [56].

3.4 Mixing in multiple domains

There are also methods that use pattern mixing across multiple domains. For instance, the fol-

lowing methods mix the patterns in multiple domains.

3.4.1 Suboptimal element alignment averaging. SuboPtimAl Warped time series geNEr-

atoR (SPAWNER) [40] was introduced by Kamycki et al. as a method of generating patterns

through a novel method called suboptimal time warping. Suboptimal time warping uses the

warping ability of DTW but adding an additional constraint that forces the warping path

through a random point. By using the suboptimal time warping, SPAWNER is able to create

an almost unlimited number of new time series by averaging aligned patterns.

3.4.2 Barycentric averaging. DTW Barycentric Averaging (DBA) [76] is a method of

averaging multiple discrete time series by finding the center of time aligned elements. It does

this through an iterative process of adding sample patterns that are time aligned by DTW to a

cumulative centroid pattern. The advantage of using DBA over linear averaging is that the

underlying pattern is preserved, whereas linear averaging might smooth features (for example,

linear averaging time series that are just offset in time would lose distinct features).

For data augmentation, Forestier et al. [37] proposed a weighted version of DBA (wDBA).

They propose three weighting schemes, Average All (AA), Average Selected (AS), and Average

Selected with Distance (ASD). AA weights all of the time series in a class input into wDBA by a

flat Dirichlet distribution. AS selects a reference time series and weights two of the five nearest

neighbors by a large constant amount and all the rest by a small constant amount. ASD is simi-

lar to AS except that it weights based on the distance to the reference. Fawaz et al. [47] also

used wDBA AS with a ResNet for time series classification.
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4 Generative models

Instead of using random transformations or mixing patterns, it is possible to sample time

series from feature distributions using generative models. We classify generative models into

two categories, statistical models and neural network-based models.

4.1 Statistical generative models

There are a wide variety of statistical, mathematical, or stochastical models used for time series

generation and augmentation. Typically, these augmentation methods build a statistical model

of the data and are often used in forecasting. For example, the Local and Global Trend (LGT)

[77] is a time series forecasting model that uses nonlinear global trends and reduced local lin-

ear trends to model the data. LGT-based data augmentation has been shown to improve fore-

casting results with LSTMs [77]. In Cao et al. [32], a mixture of Gaussian trees was used to

oversample imbalanced classes for time series classification. GeneRAting TIme Series (GRA-

TIS) [78] was recently introduced, and it uses mixture autoregressive (MAR) models in order

to simulate time series. GRATIS can be used to generate non-Gaussian and nonlinear time

series by modeling with MAR and adjusting the parameters. There are also works that use the

posterior sampling technique proposed by Tanner and Wong [79], such as a dynamic linear

model with a hyperparameter approximated from marginal probability functions [80] and

posterior sampling a Markov chain Monte Carlo [81] model.

4.2 Neural network-based generative models

Generative models based on neural networks have become popular in recent times. However,

while many generative networks have been proposed, not every model was used for data aug-

mentation. In this section, we will discuss the networks that have specifically been used for

data augmentation.

The most basic application of neural networks for time series generation is direct sequence-

to-sequence networks such as LSTMs and temporal CNNs. This technique is especially useful

for natural language processing (NLP) tasks. For example, Hou et al. [82] tackle language

understanding and demonstrate the effectiveness of an LSTM-based input-feeding neural

machine translation (NMT) model with attention in generating sentences for data augmenta-

tion. Longpre et al. [83] use a back-translation data augmentation strategy with sequence-to-

sequence networks for the question-answer task. Another example is the use of WaveNet [84],

a speech generation network that uses dilated causal convolutions, which has been used for

data augmentation [85].

4.2.1 Encoder-decoder networks. Encoder-decoder networks take a high-dimensional or

structural input, encode it into a latent space lower-dimensional vector, and then decode it

back to a high-dimensional or structural output. Data augmentation methods generate new

patterns by decoding vectors sampled from the latent space. In one example, an LSTM-based

autoencoder (LSTM-AE) [86] was used to generate data for a classification LSTM on skeleton-

based human action recognition. However, the results were mixed when comparing the results

of data augmentation using the LSTM-AE, rotation, scaling, and no augmentation. On one

dataset, the data augmentation from LSTM-AE had the best results, but on the two others, no

augmentation was better. In another example, DeVries and Taylor [70] combined samples

generated from an LSTM-based variational autoencoders (VAE) and combined it with inter-

polation and extrapolation to augment time series.

4.2.2 Generative adversarial networks. GANs [34] are a class of generative networks that

use adversarial training to jointly optimize two neural networks, a generator and a discrimina-

tor. Similar to encoder-decoder networks, in order to generate samples, the GAN is trained
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using the training dataset and then z-vector is sampled and used with the generator to create

new time series. There have been numerous time series GANs proposed. However, most target

generation only and not data augmentation. Due to this, we will only focus on the works that

are specifically used for data augmentation.

The underlying networks of GANs for time series can be roughly separated into four archi-

tectures, GANs based on fully-connected networks or MLPs, recurrent GANs that use RNNs,

GANs with temporal CNNs or 1D CNNs, and GANs that generate spectrum based images

with 2D CNNs. Lou et al. [87] is an example of a GAN built on a fully-connected network.

They combine an autoencoder network with a Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) in order to aug-

ment time series regression data.

Some examples of recurrent GANs include [88] and [20]. In the former, Harada et al. [88]

use a straightforward implementation of a deep LSTM-based GAN for the data augmentation

of ECG and EEG signals. They found an improvement in accuracy when compared to noise

addition, interpolation, and generation with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Similar results

were found in [20] for recognizing network traffic and [89] for synthetic and medical time

series.

Temporal Convolutional GANs (T-CGAN) [90] are GANs that use 1D convolutional layers

for time series generation. Electronic Health Records GAN (ehrGAN) [91] is another 1D con-

volutional GAN that differs from a T-CGAN in that it incorporates an encoder with variational

contrastive divergence in the generator. Chen et al. [92] proposed EmotionalGAN which is

also based on 1D CNNs for classifying emotions from long ECG patterns. They found signifi-

cant improvements when augmenting data for Random Forests and Support Vector Machines

(SVM). However, Hatamian et al. [93] had mixed results when comparing a 1D convolutional

GAN to a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) on ECG data. There are also spectrogram-based

augmentation methods there use 2D convolutional layers in their GAN, such as WaveGAN

[94].

Finally, there are hybrid GANmodels, such as the BLSTM-CNN GAN proposed by Zhu

et al. [95]. In Zhu et al., they found that their hybrid BLSTM-CNN performed better than

other LSTM-based GANs.

Conditional GANs (cGAN) [96] have also been used for data augmentation. cGANs are

GANs that are provided a condition, or parameter, to the generator and discriminator in

order to control the generated patterns. Nikolaidis et al. [97] showed modest improvements

on ECG data using a recurrent cGAN with an MLP, random forest, k-nearest neighbor, and

SVM. Similar results were found in [98]. However, it is not clear if the use of cGANs is better

for data augmentation because Sheng et al. [99] compared a traditional GAN and a cGAN on

speech recognition and found that the traditional GAN performed better on average. Wang

et al. [100] also proposed a selective WGAN (sWGAN) and selective VAE (sVAE) that showed

better performance than a standard conditional WGAN (cWGAN).

5 Time series decomposition

Decomposition methods generally decompose time series signals by extracting features or

underlying patterns. These features can either be used independently, recombined, or per-

turbed for generating new data for augmentation. Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)

[101] is a method of decomposing nonlinear and non-stationary signals. EMD has shown to

improve classification by using it as a decomposition method for data augmentation of noisy

automobile sensor data in a CNN-LSTM [102]. Another example of a decomposition method

used for data augmentation was proposed in [36], where the use of Independent Component

Analysis (ICA) [103] was combined with a Dynamical-Functional Artificial Neural Network
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(D-FANN) for filling gaps in time series. This work assumes that the observed signals are gen-

erated from independent sources and estimates the mixture using ICA. Using the transformed

space from ICA, D-FANN is used for each component and then transformed back into the sig-

nal. Using this technique, Eltoft was able to increase the performance of an MLP.

There have also been methods that used Seasonal and Trend decomposition using Loess

(STL) [104]. STL is traditionally used to decompose signals into seasonal, trend, and remain-

der components. Bergmeir et al. [35] exploited STL by decomposing the signal into these

components and bootstrapping the remainder using a moving block bootstrap. They then

assembled a new signal using the bootstrapped remainder. Robust Time series Anomaly

Detection (RobustTAD) [61] also used a version of STL, namely RobustSTL [105]. In Robust-

TAD, the signals are decomposed and augmented using a variety of time and frequency

domain transformations in order to augment data for anomaly detection.

6 Comparative evaluations

In this section, we describe the comparative evaluations performed using the data augmenta-

tion methods. The purpose of the evaluations is to empirically compare data augmentation

methods on a variety of neural network models and time series datasets.

6.1 Datasets

We used all of the datasets in the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive [16]. Information about each

of the datasets is outlined in S1 Table. In total, 128 datasets are used, including 9 device, 6

ECG, 2 electrooculography (EOG), 2 electrical penetration graph (EPG), 3 hemodynamics

(Hemo), 1 High-Resolution Melting (HRM), 32 object contours from images, 17 motion, 1

power, 30 sensor, 8 simulated, 8 spectro, 4 spectrum, 2 traffic, and 3 trajectory time series. The

datasets have fixed training sets and test sets.

The time series are rescaled so that the smallest value in the training set is -1 and the largest

value in the training set is 1. In addition, datasets that vary in length are zero-padded for batch

training and missing values are replaced with zeroes.

6.2 Evaluated network models

In order to evaluate the data augmentation methods, we used a variety of neural network mod-

els. This includes a 1D VGG, 1D ResNet, MLP, LSTM, BLSTM, and LSTM-FCN, as shown in

Fig 3. These networks were chosen due to being state-of-the-art in time series recognition as

well as representing a wide range of models with different attributes.

Each evaluation used hyperparameters taken from state-of-the-art time series classification

models found in their respective literature. In addition, each evaluation was trained with their

recommended optimizer, learning rate, and batch size. The only exception is that they all were

trained for the same 10,000 iterations, had a learning rate reduction of 0.1 on plateaus of 500

iterations, and that the training dataset was augmented with four times the number of patterns

of the original dataset. The number of iterations was kept constant with no early stopping

across all of the datasets in order to give each model the same opportunity for training so that

intra-model comparison between data augmentation methods is more consistent. A total

of 10,000 iterations was chosen because the training loss for all of the models on each of the

datasets tended to converge before then. Also, since the number of iterations is kept constant,

the control experiment with no augmentation is the same as repeating identical patterns to

match the augmented experiments. In addition, it should be noted that the hyperparameters of

the models have little tuning due to the inter-model accuracy being not as important as the

intra-model accuracy for the purposes of data augmentation comparison. However, the
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hyperparameters used in the experiments were chosen based on a good faith attempt to find

the best hyperparameters found in literature. The details of the hyperparameters and the train-

ing scheme are described as follows.

6.2.1 1D Visual Geometry Group (VGG) network. Temporal CNNs are CNNs [11] that

use 1D convolutions instead of 2D convolutions that are traditionally used for image recogni-

tion. Thus, we adapted a VGG [23] for time series through the use of 1D convolutions. We use

the hyperparameters of the original VGG as shown in Fig 3(a). However, because the datasets

in the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive come in a wide variety of sequence sizes, the standard

VGG is not appropriate due to the possibility of excessive pooling. Thus, we use a modified

version that contains different numbers of convolutional and max pooling blocks depending

on the input length [39]. The number of blocks B used is:

B ¼ roundð log
2
ðTÞÞ � 3; ð10Þ

where T is the number of time steps. This keeps the output of the final max pooling to be

between 5 and 12 time steps [13]. Similar to the original VGG, the first two blocks of convolu-

tional layers have two consecutive convolutional layers of 64 and 128 filters, respectively. Every

Fig 3. The architectures of the neural networks used to evaluate the data augmentation methods.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.g003
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block thereafter contains three consecutive convolutional layers. 256 filters are used for the

third block and every subsequent block contains 512 filters. Each block is followed by max

pooling with filter size 2 at stride 2. The convolutional layers all use ReLU activation functions,

filter length of 3 at stride 1, and initialized using the uniform variance proposed by He et al.

[106]. Furthermore, after the final max pooling layer, there are two fully-connected hidden lay-

ers with 4,096 nodes each, ReLU, and dropout with a probability of 0.5. For training, the VGG

evaluation was trained using batch size 256 with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with a

learning rate of 0.01, weight decay of 5 × 10−4, and momentum of 0.9.

6.2.2 1D Residual Network (ResNet). A ResNet is a deep CNN that uses residual con-

nections between blocks [24]. The hyperparameters for the 1D ResNet used in the evaluation

were taken from Fawaz et al. [47], who saw improvements using data augmentation for time

series. As shown in Fig 3(b), this version deviates from the original proposal of ResNet [24]

by containing only three residual blocks with varying filter lengths and no max pooling. The

first block uses three layers of 64 1D convolutions, the second block has three layers of 128

1D convolutions, and the third block has three layers of 128 convolutions. Each residual

block contains three convolutional layers with filter size 8, 5, and 3. Each convolution is fol-

lowed by batch normalization [107] and ReLU activation functions. In addition, the residual

connection connects the input of each residual block to the input of the next block using an

addition operation. The last two layers of the ResNet include a Global Average Pooling

(GAP) layer and an output layer with softmax. All of the network parameters for the ResNet

were initialized using Glorot’s Uniform initialization [108]. Finally, the network was trained

using Adam optimizer [109] with the initial learning rate set to 0.001 and the exponential

decay rates of the first and second momentum estimates set to 0.9 and 0.999 respectively, as

per [47].

6.2.3 Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP). For this evaluation, we used a fully-connected MLP

network. While not traditionally used for time series, MLPs have shown [3] to be as effective

as time series specific models. This network was selected as an evaluated model to represent a

neural network that does not take structural relationships into consideration. In order to use

an MLP for time series, the time series is flattened so that each time step is one element in the

input vector. The version of MLP that was used was the MLP proposed byWang et al. [3] and

is shown in Fig 3(c). The network is constructed of three hidden layers with 500 nodes each,

rectified linear unit (ReLU) activations, and an output layer with softmax. Dropout is used

between each layer with a rate of 0.1 after the input layer, 0.2 between the hidden layers, and

0.3 before the output layer. As suggested by Wang et al., the MLP is optimized using Adadelta

[110] with a learning rate of 0.1, ρ = 0.95, and � = 10−8. All datasets and data augmentation

methods were trained with a batch size of 256.

6.2.4 Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM). RNN-based models use memory states with

recurrent connections to address the difficulties with time series recognition. Thus, using

RNN-based models is useful to assess the effects of the data augmentation techniques on time

distortion invariant models. LSTMs [111] are one of the most commonly used RNNs. The

hyperparameters selected for the experiments were determined by the LSTM hyperparameter

survey in [112]. Namely, as shown in Fig 3(d), the LSTM has one LSTM layer with 100 units.

Both models were trained using Nesterov Momentum Adam (Nadam) [113] optimizers with

an initial learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of 32.

6.2.5 Bidirectional Long Short-TermMemory (BLSTM). BLSTMs [114] are a bidirec-

tional variant of LSTMs that use a forward and backward recurrent connection. The idea of

using both a standard LSTM and a bidirectional one is to observe the differences that having

forward and backward recurrent connections has on different data augmentation methods.

The hyperparameters and training of the BLSTM are identical to the LSTM, except that the
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BLSTM had two layers. In addition, the BLSTM uses concatenation as the output merging

method.

6.2.6 Long Short-TermMemory Fully Convolutional Network (LSTM-FCN). The final

model for the data augmentation evaluations is using the hybrid of LSTM and CNN referred

to as an LSTM-FCN [115]. An LSTM-FCN is a two-stream network that combines a fully con-

volutional stream and a recurrent stream. The LSTM-FCN and hyperparameters are shown in

Fig 3(f). The convolutional stream has three 1D convolutional layers, each with batch normali-

zation and ReLU. The convolutional filters are initialized using He’s Uniform. For the recur-

rent stream, there is one LSTM layer with 128 units and an aggressive dropout rate of 0.8. It

should be noted that the input of the LSTM layer is transposed so that the LSTM receives a

T dimensional vector that is one time step long. While this is a non-standard use of LSTM,

it has shown to be more effective than the standard use [116]. The output of the LSTM is

concatenated with the output of GAP from the convolutional stream. For training, as sug-

gested, Adam optimizer is used with batches of 128 and an initial learning rate of 0.001.

6.3 Evaluated data augmentation methods

The following time series data augmentation methods are evaluated. These data augmentation

methods were selected as the methods that fell under two criteria. First, the evaluated data aug-

mentation methods are general methods that can be used with any time series. For example,

we do not use any frequency domain methods due to them not being applicable to non-peri-

odic time series. Second, we did not select data augmentation methods that required external

training, such as the generative models.

• None: “None” refers to no augmentation, which is the control experiment against which the

data augmentation methods can be compared.

• Jittering: For Jittering, Gaussian noise with a mean μ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 0.03 is

added to the time series, as suggested by Um et al. [30]

• Rotation: Because the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive contains univariate time series, we use

flipping as the Rotation data augmentation method. To do so, 50% of the patterns of the

training set are inverted at random for each data augmentation set [42].

• Scaling: Scaling multiplies training set time series with random scalars from a Gaussian dis-

tribution with μ = 1 and σ = 0.2 [30]. In this way, the time series are scaled by a single multi-

plier for all time steps.

• Magnitude Warping: For the magnitude warping evaluation, we use the augmentation

method proposed by [30]. In this method, the magnitudes of the time series are multiplied

by a warping amount determined by a cubic spline line with four knots at random locations

and magnitudes. The knots have peaks or valleys with μ = 1 and σ = 0.2.

• Permutation: For this implementation, we use permutation with two to five equal sized seg-

ments [30].

• Slicing: Slicing, specifically window slicing [29], crops the time series to 90% of the original

length. The starting point of the window slice is chosen at random. Also, in order to be

directly compared to the other data augmentation methods, we interpolate the time series

back to the original length.

• TimeWarping: The warping path is defined by a smooth cubic spline-based curve with four

knots. The knots have randommagnitudes with μ = 1 and a σ = 0.2 [30].
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• WindowWarping: As outlined in [29], our WindowWarping implementation selects a ran-

dom window, that is 10% of the original time series length and warps the time dimension by

0.5 times or 2 times.

• SuboPtimAl Warped time series geNEratoR (SPAWNER): SPAWNER [40] is a pattern

mixing data augmentation method that “suboptimally” averages two intra-class randomly

selected patterns. We use the standard symmetric slope constraint for DTW with a warping

path boundary constraint of 10% of the time series length. In addition, SPAWNER adds

noise with μ = 0 and σ = 0.5 in order to further transform the data.

• Weighted DTW Barycentric Averaging (wDBA): wDBA exploits traditional DBA for the

use of data augmentation by weighting patterns in the average. We use the Average Selected

with Distance (ASD) version due to it showing the best results [37]. A symmetric slope

constraint is used as DTW’s slope constraint and 10% of the length is used as the warping

window.

• Random GuidedWarping (RGW): RGW selects random intra-class patterns and warps the

elements of one pattern to the time steps of the other. As in [39], we use the RGW-D version

which uses standard DTWwith a symmetric slope constraint and a warping path boundary

constraint of 10% of the time series length.

• Discriminative GuidedWarping (DGW): DGW is similar to RGW, except it selects the

most discriminative pattern in a batch as the teacher [39]. For this implementation, DGW-

sD is used. DGW-sD extends the standard DGW-D but uses shapeDTW instead of the typi-

cal DTW. This is used for the evaluation as the results were the most competitive variation of

guided warping [39].

7 Results and discussion

The average results of each data augmentation method and each model on the 128 datasets in

the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive are shown in Tables 1–3. In addition to the average results

for each data augmentation method and model combination, the tables include a paired t-test

which compares the differences between no augmentation and each augmentation method.

Specifically, the t-value is shown along with indicators for low two-tailed p-values.

The tables show that the different data augmentation methods have dramatic differences in

results depending on the neural network architecture. Overall, there were mixed results. Some

data augmentation methods improved the accuracy and some methods were detrimental. Slic-

ing, WindowWarping, and DGW tended to have the most positive effects for each model

while Rotation, Permutation, and TimeWarping had significantly degraded accuracies. Fur-

thermore, every data augmentation tended to improve the VGGmodel the most with the larg-

est gain from using Slicing with VGG. It is also notable that the data augmentation with MLP

and LSTM-FCN was mostly detrimental, sometimes significantly.

7.1 Differences between augmentation methods

Some of the accuracy differences can be explained by examining the effects that the data aug-

mentation has on the data. Fig 4 shows a comparison of the data augmentation methods using

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In the figure, the training set of a sample dataset, Gun-

Point from the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive, is visualized using PCA. The solid points are

the original training set points and the hollow points are the generated samples. The two colors

represent the different classes. By comparing the generated patterns when projected into the
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first two principal axes, we can infer some differences between the generated patterns of the

data augmentation methods.

For example, wDBA and Jittering created time series that were very similar to the original

time series in the GunPoint dataset. This is unsurprising since the former weights similar pat-

terns more when mixing and the latter only adds noise. The change in accuracy reflected this

with Tables 1 and 3 demonstrating that wDBA and Jittering only had minor effects on the

Table 1. Comparative results for magnitude domain transformation-based data augmentation methods.

Model None Jittering Rotation Scaling Magnitude Warping

Ave. (%) Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t

MLP 70.23±21.91 70.52±21.67 1.55 69.13±21.70 -1.95� 70.24±21.97 0.05 69.43±22.50 -2.91���

VGG 73.02±23.05 74.21±22.57 0.91 71.87±22.14 -0.84 73.69±23.86 0.53 74.42±22.63 1.45

ResNet 81.39±17.19 80.87±18.08 -0.87 78.01±19.93 -.31��� 81.92±16.81 1.05 81.33±17.15 -0.08

LSTM 53.46±28.10 54.72±27.10 1.09 49.64±26.93 -2.95��� 53.69±26.94 0.21 54.35±27.29 0.93

BLSTM 62.51±24.74 60.23±24.87 -2.01�� 57.76±24.76 -3.51��� 62.13±25.89 -0.37 62.00±26.51 -0.44

LSTM-FCN 81.54±17.53 79.18±19.87 -4.89��� 78.87±19.37 -3.66��� 80.73±18.37 -1.74� 79.46±19.68 -3.15���

� p < 0.1,
�� p < 0.05,
��� p< 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.t001

Table 3. Comparative results for pattern mixing-based data augmentation methods.

Model SPAWNER wDBA RGW DGW

Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t

MLP 69.15±22.07 -2.84��� 69.49±21.68 -2.15�� 70.01±22.09 -0.57 69.60±22.70 -1.19

VGG 75.77±21.18 2.28�� 73.49±22.33 0.36 74.51±22.18 1.54 75.78±22.20 2.25��

ResNet 80.47±17.02 -1.25 81.46±18.59 0.12 81.25±18.10 -0.22 81.99±17.38 1.29

LSTM 54.97±28.33 1.73� 52.21±27.29 -1.19 54.04±28.17 0.51 54.48±28.52 1.06

BLSTM 60.53±25.66 -1.50 61.41±24.81 -1.12 62.41±26.09 -0.10 64.82±24.34 2.21��

LSTM-FCN 79.06±18.57 -4.75��� 79.90±18.93 -3.70��� 78.55±20.16 -3.09��� 80.25±19.94 -1.49

� p < 0.1,
�� p < 0.05,
��� p < 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.t003

Table 2. Comparative results for time domain transformation-based data augmentation methods.

Model Permutation Slicing TimeWarping WindowWarping

Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t Ave. (%) t

MLP 68.17±22.17 -3.89��� 70.00±22.51 -0.49 67.20±22.31 -5.64��� 69.73±22.50 -0.87

VGG 73.75±22.00 0.81 76.33±24.47 2.68�� 75.50±20.82 1.86� 75.88±21.63 2.57��

ResNet 80.67±18.31 -1.16 81.51±17.64 0.24 79.62±19.20 -2.25�� 82.32±16.93 1.99��

LSTM 49.65±26.90 -3.56��� 52.44±27.81 -0.96 51.09±27.14 -2.28�� 54.41±28.23 1.73�

BLSTM 60.89±24.73 -1.38 64.60±24.01 1.93� 61.42±25.22 -0.97 62.63±24.40 0.10

LSTM-FCN 81.25±17.22 -0.74 80.30±19.27 -1.67� 78.82±18.69 -4.66��� 79.73±19.35 -1.94�

� p < 0.1,
�� p < 0.05,
��� p < 0.01

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.t002
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accuracy (with exception to LSTM-FCN which had significant losses in accuracy for all data

augmentation methods). Furthermore, the data augmentation methods which transform the

patterns so much that the classes are overlapped in Fig 4, such as TimeWarping, Permutation,

and Rotation, reflected significant losses in accuracy. Conversely, as expected, the data aug-

mentation methods which push the boundaries of the classes in the PCA space, tended to per-

form better.

7.2 Relationship between dataset properties and accuracy

In order to understand the differences between the data augmentation methods, we analyze

the relationships between the methods and different properties, or characteristics, of the data-

sets. To do this, we find the correlation between the dataset properties and the change in accu-

racy ΔAcc from the un-augmented model to the augmented models. The following dataset

properties are used:

• Training set size: The number of training patterns in each dataset.

• Patterns per class: The average number of training patterns in each class.

• Time series length: The maximum number of time steps of the patterns in the training set

for each dataset.

• Dataset variance: The average variance of the elements of the time series across each

dataset.

• Intra-class variance: The average variance within each class.

• Class Imbalance: The difference between the size of the classes in the training set.

Each dataset property and the expectation of each correlation is detailed below. These data-

set properties are selected because they provide fundamental differences between time series

data.

The results of the correlation analysis are shown in Fig 5. The first row, Fig 5(a), displays

the change in accuracy ΔAcc for each model and data augmentation method. The subsequent

rows are the Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficients between ΔAcc and each property.

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient is used because it is robust to outliers and can be

used with skewed variable distributions [117]. As many of the dataset properties is skewed, e.g.

most of the datasets have small training sets and most of the datasets have balanced class mem-

bership. However, for reference, Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was also

used and can be found in S1 Fig.

7.2.1 Training set size. The correlation between the change in accuracy ΔAcc and the
number of patterns in the training set is shown in Fig 5(b). We expect the correlation to be

negative because larger datasets are known to already generalize well [14, 15]. In other words,

data augmentation should have a larger effect on smaller datasets, so we would expect a larger

increase in accuracy due to data augmentation as the dataset size decreases.

For most model and data augmentation pairs, our expectation is confirmed. ResNet and

LSTM-FCN especially have strong negative correlations for most of the methods. But, even

MLP, VGG, and BLSTM had slightly negative correlations between ΔAcc and training set size.

This implies that for those methods, our expectation is confirmed and the accuracy is inversely

related to the number of patterns in the training set. However, for some methods, such as Scal-

ing with MLP and LSTM, there is a positive correlation and for many others, there is almost

no correlation. Thus, for many models, such as MLP, LSTM, and BLSTM, training set size is

not a strong indicator for improvement in accuracy.
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Fig 4. Visualization of the GunPoint dataset using PCA and the compared augmentation methods. The solid
shapes are the original time series, the hollow shapes are the generated time series, and the colors indicate different
classes.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.g004
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7.2.2 Patterns per class. The correlation of the change in accuracy to the average number

of patterns per class is similar to training set size. This property is shown because it is possible

for some datasets to have a large number of classes, thus the total training set size is not accu-

rately portrayed. Like the total training set size, it would be expected that there is a negative

correlation between ΔAcc and patterns per class. However, the results do not differ signifi-

cantly from the correlation to training set size. The correlations between ΔAcc and patterns
per class for MLP, VGG, ResNet, and LSTM were very similar to the correlation between ΔAcc
and training set size. Furthermore, in general, the correlations are weaker than the total train-

ing set size. Thus, consideration based on the other properties or should be used to select the

data augmentation method.

The only major difference from Training Size and Patterns Per Class is LSTM-FCN.

LSTM-FCN had unexpected positive correlations with Jittering, TimeWarping, SPAWNER,

and wDBA. This indicates that LSTM-FCN might not react as positively to data augmentation

when the number of patterns per class is smaller.

7.2.3 Time series length. This trial examines the relationship between time series length

and change in accuracy. The expectation here would be that the correlation between the two is

zero because naively, there should be no strong relationship. However, from the results in Fig

5(d), it can be observed that there are strong correlations. For example, for Slicing, there are

positive correlations for the models with CNN components: VGG, ResNet, and LSTM-FCN.

This means that as the time series grows larger, the gain in accuracy goes up. One explanation

for this might be due to longer time series containing less information at the endpoints, which

Slicing crops. Conversely, for the RNN-based networks, LSTM and BLSTM, the correlations

were generally negative and LSTM-FCN had a strong negative correlation for Jittering,

SPAWNER, and wDBA.

7.2.4 Dataset variance. Next, the correlation between ΔAcc and the dataset variance �s2

DS is

found for each data augmentation method and network model combination. The dataset vari-

ance is the average element-wise variance across the entire training dataset, or:

�s2

DS ¼
1

T

X

T

t¼1

s2

t ; ð11Þ

where T is the number of time steps and s2

t is the variance at time step t across the whole data-

set. The correlation between ΔAcc and �s2

DS explains the relationship between the change and

accuracy and the differences between the patterns in the dataset. A positive correlation is

expected because datasets with small variations have similar patterns, even between classes,

and would be disturbed from the transformations of the data augmentation methods.

From Fig 5(e), we find that the expected positive correlations were observed for all of the

models and most of the data augmentation, especially the CNN-based models. The only outlier

is LSTM which had negative correlations for magnitude domain augmentation methods.

7.2.5 Intra-class variance. Next, we use the intra-class variance, or the variance within

classes, as a property of the dataset. The intra-class variance �s2

IC is the average element-wise

variance, or:

�s2

IC ¼
1

NC

X

C

c¼1

Nc

T

X

T

t¼1

s2

t ; ð12Þ

where C is the number of classes, N is the total number of training patterns, Nc is the number

of patterns in class c, T is the number time steps, and s2

i is the variance of the patterns in class c
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at time step i. Similar to the dataset variance, the expected correlation between �s2

IC and ΔAcc is
positive.

The correlations are shown in Fig 5(f) and it shows that the correlations between intra-class

variance and change in accuracy act similar to the overall dataset variance. ResNet especially

has a strong correlation between intra-class variation and change in accuracy.

Fig 5. Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficients between change in accuracy (Δ Acc) and various dataset characteristics. The top row in red is the
change in accuracy and the subsequent rows are the correlations.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.g005
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7.2.6 Class imbalance. Finally, we consider the class imbalance as a property. Class imbal-

ance is how imbalanced the size of the classes in the training set is. Augmentation methods

such as SMOTE [46] attempt to fix class imbalance by generating extra patterns in the minor-

ity classes. To measure class imbalance, Imbalance-Degree (ID) proposed by Ortigosa Hernan-

dez [118] is used. ID is a robust class imbalance measure that is designed for multi-class

problems, much like the datasets used in the experiments. ID is calculated

ID ¼
dðζ; βÞ
dðι; βÞ

þ ðCm � 1Þ; ð13Þ

where d(�, β) is a statistical distance between distributions z or ι and β. z = [z1, . . ., zc, . . ., zC]

denotes a vector of the true distributions zc of the classes c in the dataset where:

zc ¼
Nc

N
; ð14Þ

and Nc is the number of patterns in each class c and N is the total number of training pat-

terns. Vector β = [β1, . . ., βc, . . ., βC] is the distribution of a balanced dataset with each

bc ¼
1

C
. Cm is the number of minority classes. A minority class is a class that has with zc <

1

C
.

Finally, ι = [ι1, . . ., ιc, . . ., ιC] is a vector representing the class distributions that is has the
maximal distance from β with the same Cm, or a vector of Cm number of ιc = 0, C − Cm − 1

number of ic ¼
1

C
, and one ic ¼ 1� C�Cm�1

C
. A balanced dataset would have an ID = 0 and

unbalanced datasets have larger ID scores. In the experiment, the Hellinger distance is used

as the distance measure d(�, β) due to it having the highest Pearson correlation coefficient

between imbalance and neural network performance among the distance functions tested in

Ortigosa-Hernandez et al. [118]

Unlike SMOTE, the data augmentation methods in the experiments sample the classes at

the same distribution as what already exists in the training dataset. While small classes can

benefit from more training samples, the large classes also increase in size. Despite this, there

are correlations that can be found from the results.

In Fig 5(g), there are positive correlations for Jittering, Rotation, Scaling, and Magnitude

Warping for MLP and LSTM-FCN, and Jittering, Rotation, and Scaling for VGG. This is inter-

esting to note because these methods are magnitude domain augmentations. In other words,

this shows that as class imbalance rises, the ΔAcc tends to rise for magnitude domain data aug-

mentation methods for MLP, VGG, and LSTM-FCN. Conversely, the time domain data aug-

mentations tend have negative or very small correlations for the same models.

7.3 Computation time

The theoretical computational complexity of many of the methods are similar; the simple

transformations are O(T) and the complex transformations and pattern mixing methods are O

(T2), where T is the number of time steps. However, as shown in Table 4, the observed execu-

tion time varies a lot between the methods. To compare the execution time, all of the datasets

in the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive were augmented once and timed using a computer

with a 2.60 GHz Intel Xeon CPU using the Python implementation at https://github.com/

uchidalab/time_series_augmentation.

The average observed execution times for the transformation-based methods are negligible.

They only took a fraction of a second on average to double the dataset size. On the other hand,

the pattern mixing methods are much slower with SPAWNER and RGW taking about a min-

ute on average to execute and wDBA and DGW taking 2,300 and 4,290 seconds, respectively.

The reason for the slow run times is primarily due to the speed of DTW, which each of the
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methods relies on for element alignment. For most datasets, this is not a problem, but ones

with long time series, such as HandOutlines with 2,709 time steps, can take extraordinary

amounts of time compared to the transformation-based methods. Accordingly, pattern mixing

methods which do not use DTW, such as interpolation, might not face the same issue. DGW

and wDBA take extra long because for each generated time series, multiple DTW calculations

must be performed. In addition, the DGW implementation used in the experiment uses sha-

peDTW which takes significantly longer to execute than standard DTW.

7.4 Number of tunable parameters

The number of tunable parameters is another aspect of the data augmentation methods that

one needs to consider. The hyperparameter, design choice, and variation of the method need

to be selected and the effectiveness of the augmentation method can depend on the parame-

ters. Thus, methods with many parameters may need many adjustments and evaluations to

be effectively used. A list of the parameters that need to be defined manually is displayed in

Table 4. In general, while the random transformations have fewer parameters, they are more

dependent on the hyperparameters due to the random element. While more complex, the pat-

tern mixing methods on the other hand rely on the patterns in the dataset for randomness,

thus, they have fewer choices to tune.

7.5 Recommendations on data augmentation usage

Each data augmentation method has different effects depending on the model and dataset, as

shown in Tables 1–3 and Fig 5. Thus, it is an arduous task to determine which data augmenta-

tion method to use in which situation. In this section, we will attempt to provide recommenda-

tions to solve this problem.

7.5.1 Dataset type and data augmentation method. The datasets can be broken into cat-

egories, such as ECG, sensor, etc. To categorize the datasets, we use the labels provided by

[16]. In Table 5, we show the methods with the top 5 highest average rank for each category

and model combination. In the table, execution time is the deciding factor for instances of ties.

This table can be used as a general guide in combination with Fig 5.

7.5.2 Magnitude domain transformations. Jittering, Magnitude Warping, and Scaling

had similar results. They tend to act similarly since they are similar transformations in that

they only differ in how many directions magnitude gets scaled. For example, in general, these

magnitude domain transformations work well with VGG and with LSTM.

Table 4. Algorithm comparison with average augmentation time per dataset and tunable parameters.

DAMethod Average Time (s) Tunable Parameters

Jittering <0.01 σ

Rotation <0.01 σ

Scaling <0.01 σ

Magnitude Warping 0.11 σ, # of knots

Permutation 0.01 window size, # of permutations

Slicing 0.02 window size

Time Warping 0.12 σ, # of knots

WindowWarping 0.04 window size, warping amount

SPAWNER 66.7 σ, DTW constraints

wDBA 2,300 weighting, DTW constraints

RGW 70.5 DTW constraints

DGW 6,380 batch size, DTW constraints

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.t004
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As described previously, Rotation (flipping in this implementation), seems to be not suit-

able as a general time series data augmentation method. The overall accuracy for Rotation, in

Table 1, shows a decrease in accuracy for all models. Furthermore, in Table 5, Rotation only

had the highest average rank for one combination, power data with BLSTM. This was the sec-

ond worst showing next to Permutation in Table 5. The poor performance of Rotation is intui-

tive, however. The 2018 UCR Time Series Archive contains many shape-based datasets and

datasets where flipping is inappropriate.

7.5.3 Time domain transformations. Similar to Rotation, Permutation had severely det-

rimental effects on accuracy. However, this is somewhat expected because Permutation breaks

the time dependency of the time series. The only time that it would intuitively make sense for

Permutation to be used would be for periodic time series or very sparse time series.

As a general purpose data augmentation method for time series, the other time domain trans-

formations far outperform Permutation. Specifically, Slicing andWindowWarping performed

well on most datasets and models. In particular, the CNN-based models, VGG and ResNet, were

significantly improved by Slicing andWindowWarping (Table 2). Considering the positive

effect they have as data augmentation methods and the very fast computation time (Table 4), it

seems like they should be a first choice when selecting time series data augmentation.

However, TimeWarping showed a poor performance. This is likely due to over transform-

ing the time series causing significant noise, as illustrated in Fig 4(g). The parameters used for

this implementation of TimeWarping were the parameters suggested by Um et al. [30]. This

reinforces the flaw with random transformation-based data augmentation methods in which

the parameters must be carefully selected. The difficulty is that the user has to balance trans-

forming the patterns enough so that the generalization is increased, but not so much that the

classes are confused.

7.5.4 Pattern matching methods. As mentioned previously, the largest downside to the

pattern matching methods is the slow computation time. While it is possible to achieve better

Table 5. Data augmentation recommendations for data type and model type.

Data Type MLP VGG ResNet LSTM BLSTM LSTM-FCN

Device Sl, Ro, Sc, J, N Sl, M, W, T, RW N, W, T, P, SP RW, J, W, Sc, T J, T, RW, DW, wD T, P, M, N, RW

ECG M, Ro, Sc, J, N, SP Sc, Ro, M, W, RW J, Sc, N, P, M Sc, J, Ro, Sl, W Sl, Sc, N, Ro, J Sc, M, P, N, wD

EOG W, wD, RW, J, DW SP, W, P, T, wD DW, P, RW, T, SP Sc, Sl, W, J, P J, SP, N, T, M DW, Sc, W, Ro, Sl

EPG N, Sc, J, Sl, M J, SP, Sc, T, DW N, Sc, J, Sl, P Sc, J, Sl, W, P N, Sc, J, Sl, P N, Sc, J, Sl, W

Hemo RW, Ro, M, N, P T, P, DW, Sl, W Sl, Ro, SP, wD, N T, Sl, P, DW, N Sl, DW, P, SP, Ro Sl, N, P, DW, T

HRM Sl, DW, N, P, RW T, Sl, Ro, W, P Sl, P, W, RW, SP DW, J, SP, Ro, Sl Sl, RW, P, SP, Ro N, P, W, RW, wD

Image Sc, J, Ro, RW, N W, DW, RW, Sl, T W, N, Sc, M, wD RW, M, SP, W, J DW, Sc, M, T, W N, W, P, Sl, DW

Motion W, DW, Sl, RW, Sc DW, W, RW, Sl, T Sc, wD, Sl, W, Ro W, N, M, RW, J RW, Sl, SP, W, RW Sc, W, N, DW, M

Power N, Sc, Ro, wD, J N, Sc, Ro, J, M RW, Ro, SP, wD, W N, Ro, RW, M, SP Ro, DW, N, J, RW Sc, J, Ro, wD, N

Simulated DW, SP, Sc, RW, J W, DW, Sc, Sl, N Sc, DW, W, N, wD W, DW, Sl, Sc, J RW, DW, W, M, wD W, DW, N, Ro, RW

Spectro Sl, W, DW, RW, T Sl, W, DW, wD, J W, DW, RW, SP, Sl DW, SP, M, T, J M, T, DW, Sc, SP W, RW, Sl, Sc, N

Spectrum J, Sc, RW, N, W Sl, N, DW, Ro, P W, DW, Sl, SP, M Sc, SP, T, RW, W W, T, J, SP, N P, SP, Sc, RW, N

Traffic Sl, Sc, RW, DW, wD Sc, J, Ro, T, wD P, wD, J, Ro, N W, T, Sc, T, RW W, wD, Sl, DW, N N, W, J, SP, wD

Trajectory J, Sc, M, DW, SP RW, N, DW, Sc, W Sc, M, wD, W, RW M, Sc, J, Sl, DW DW,W, J, Ro, Sc P, RW, Sc, N, DW

Overall Sc, J, RW, W, Sl W, DW, Sl, RW, T W, Sc, DW, N, wD W, RW, J, Sc, M DW, Sl, RW, W, M N, W, DW, P, Sc

The suggested augmentation method has the top five highest average rank within each data type. Ties between methods are broken based on execution time.

N: None, J: Jittering, Sc: Scaling, Ro: Rotation, M: Magnitude Warping, P: Permutation, T: Time Warping, Sl: Slicing, W: WindowWarping, SP: SPAWNER, wD:

wDBA, RW: RGW, DW: DGW

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0254841.t005
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generalization and results using these methods, one has to consider the extra time it would

take to generate the data. However, this issue is only with longer patterns and the execution

time is also negligible for short time series. Furthermore, from Fig 5(d), the correlation

between change in accuracy and time series length is negative for these methods. Thus, using

these pattern mixing methods would be recommended for shorter time series.

However, for most datasets, wDBA had disappointing results. The primary reason for

this is due to wDBA not creating diverse enough results. In the evaluation, we used the ASD

because Forestier et al. [37] found it the most competitive weighting method. The ASD weights

the nearest neighbors of the reference pattern more than farther away patterns. Due to this, as

shown in Fig 4(j), the new patterns generated from wDBA were not significantly different

from the existing patterns in the dataset. Although, it should be noted that this could be an

issue with the ASD weighting scheme.

As for SPAWNER, RGW, and DGW, there were mixed results. In some models and some

datasets, they performed better than other augmentation methods and on others, they per-

formed worse. Notably, DGW had the most performance increase compared to no augmenta-

tion out of all of the pattern mixing methods and the highest average rank on BLSTM

compared to all augmentation methods (Table 5). As mentioned before, the downside of

DGW is that it is also the slowest algorithm of all the data augmentation methods used for the

comparative evaluations. For datasets with many long time series, such as HandOutlines, Star-

LightCurves, and NonInvasiveFetalECGThorax1/2, this could mean many orders of magni-

tude longer than the simple transformations.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we performed a comprehensive survey of data augmentation methods for time

series. The survey categorizes and outlines the various time series data augmentation methods.

We include transformation-based methods across the related time series domains and time

series pattern mixing, generative models, and decomposition methods. Furthermore, a taxon-

omy of time series data augmentation methods was proposed.

In addition, an empirical comparative evaluation of 12 time series data augmentation meth-

ods on six neural network models and 128 discrete finite time series datasets was performed.

Namely, we use all of the datasets in the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive [16] to evaluate

jittering, rotation, scaling, magnitude warping, permutation, slicing, time warping, window

warping, SPAWNER, wDBA, RGW, and DGW. The training datasets of each dataset are aug-

mented by four times the size and are trained and tested using an MLP, VGG, ResNet, LSTM,

BLSTM, and LSTM-FCN. Through the empirical evaluation, we are able to compare the data

augmentations and analyze the findings.

By using all 128 datasets of the 2018 UCR Time Series Archive, we are able to test the data

augmentation methods on a wide variety of time series and make recommendations on data

augmentation usage. As a general, easy-to-use, and effective method, the WindowWarping

algorithm that was proposed by Le Guennec et al. [29] is the most recommended algorithm.

Window warping had the highest average rank across all of the datasets for VGG, ResNet, and

LSTM and consistently performed well with the other datasets as well. In addition, slicing, i.e.,

window slicing proposed by the same authors, also showed to be very effective in most cases.

While there were algorithms that periodically performed better than window warping and slic-

ing, the drawbacks of speed or sensitivity to parameter tuning hindered the other methods.

Alternatively, we found that the time domain pattern mixing method, DGW, also performed

well in most cases. However, it is only recommended on time series that are shorter in length

due to the high computational requirement.
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The results also revealed some key aspects of data augmentation with time series based neu-

ral networks. For example, LSTM-FCN does not respond well to data augmentation. Part of

this could be because LSTM-FCN uses dropout with a very high rate or it could be that the

design of the architecture is just not suitable for data augmentation. MLP, to a lesser extent,

also did not respond well. Conversely, the accuracy of VGG was often improved with most of

the data augmentation methods. The other models, ResNet, LSTM, and BLSTM had mixed

results, and careful augmentation method selection is required.

We also analyzed different aspects of time series datasets and the effects data augmentation

had on datasets with them. First, the correlations between properties of time series datasets

and the change in accuracy from augmentation were found. The findings showed that there

generally was a negative correlation between change in accuracy and training set size (and

number of patterns per class) and a positive correlation for dataset variance and intra-class

variance. We found that time series length generally had a negative correlation for RNN-based

models, but positive correlations for CNN-based models. There was a strong positive correla-

tion between change in accuracy and class imbalance for MLP, VGG, and LSTM-FCN for the

magnitude domain data augmentation methods. Second, using ranking, we found the top aug-

mentation methods for each model and dataset type combination.

This survey serves as a guide for researchers and developers in selecting the appropriate

data augmentation method for their applications. Using this, it is possible to refine the selec-

tion of data augmentation based on dataset type, property, and model. An easy to use imple-

mentation of the algorithms evaluated in this survey are provided at https://github.com/

uchidalab/time_series_augmentation.

Since data augmentation for time series is not established as much as data augmentation

for images, there is a lot of room for time series data augmentation to grow. For example, like

most works, this survey only uses a single data augmentation method for each model. It is pos-

sible that multiple data augmentation methods can synergize well and be used serially. With

exception to Um et al. [30], this idea is not used. There are also many other advanced data aug-

mentation methods used in the image domain [17] that are not used by time series, such as

style transfer, meta-learning, and filters. There is a lot of potential for new time series data aug-

mentation research.
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